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TT No.6: Gyles Basey-Fisher - Sat 17th July 2010; Galmpton Gents v Taunton 

Town; P-S Friendly; Kick-off: 2.30pm; Result: 2-2; Admission: n/a; Programme: 

n/a; Attendance: 62 (head count). 

Now in Devon this game fell into the 'Two quite evenly matched sides with an 

edge', but was also a ground I missed in the South Western Hop (having to go home 

after the Good Friday in 2009).  

The entrance and car park at the ground are set back behind the near goal as are 

the dressing rooms and clubhouse. The far side is just roped off and the other 

three sides are railed. The opposite site has two dugouts and the far end has a 

curious stand, which looks like at one point it had been two dugouts and later 

jointed-together to make a stand? 

The game was the best yet by far, Galmpton Gents passed the ball about very well 

and produced some lovely one touch play. Taunton did eventually take the lead 

with a defence splitting pass, which was calmly put way. Galmpton equalised with 

a through ball, which saw the forward outpace the Taunton defence before placing 

the ball under the advancing keeper. Taunton un-deservedly went in 2-1 ahead 

when the keeper could only parry a cross/shot and the advancing player only had 

to slot the ball into an empty net. 

The second half produced more of the same, but an edge had also been brought 

into the game with a few tasty tackles, which would have easily produced yellow 

cards in a League match. One particular tackle ended the game for one Taunton 

player and surprisingly the referee didn't ask for the Galmpton player to be 

replaced, especially as he had asked for a Taunton player to be substituted. 

Eventually Galmpton did grab an equaliser - their striker cleverly turned on the 

edge of the box before dispatching a half volley into the top corner in the 90th 

minute. 
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